
Hvar Observatory - Travel and Accommodation

Travel

Split  on the mainland (served by an international airport ) is connected with the island of Hvar
by several local lines.

  

NOTE: Catamaran and ferry timetable can be eventually a subject of change - to be absolutely
100% sure please check official Jadrolinija  or Krilo Jet  websites.

  

Transportation time table to the island of Hvar for September 2018 (until 30.9.2018):

    
    -  Catamaran Split -- Hvar (no cars):  

  Split -- Hvar 09:45, 11:00, 15:00, 16:15 every day (operated by Jadrolinija )
Split -- Hvar 08:30, 13:00 every day except Sunday or holiday (operated by Jadrolinija )
Split -- Hvar 15:15 only on Tuesday (operated by  Jadrolinija )  Split -- Hvar 07:40, 09:30, 11:30,
17:00, 17:45 every day
(operated by 
Krilo Jet
)
 
Hvar -- Split 6:35, 10:15, 14:45 every day except Sunday or holiday (operated by  Jadrolinija )
Hvar -- Split 10:50, 11:30, 12:45 every day (operated by  Jadrolinija )
Hvar -- Split 08:15 only on Tuesday (operated by  Jadrolinija )
  Hvar -- Split 9:15 only on Sunday or holiday (operated by  Jadrolinija )  Hvar -- Split 7:50,
13:00, 14:35, 19:00, 19:15 every day 
(operated by 
Krilo Jet
)
 
 
The trip takes about 1 hour.
      
    -  Car ferry:  

  Split -- Stari Grad 5:00, 8:30, 11:00, 14:30 and 20:30, every day (operated by  Jadrolinija )
Stari Grad -- Split 5:30, 7:45, 11:30, 14:00, 17:30, every day (operated by  Jadrolinija )    The
trip with ferry takes about 2 hours from Split to Stari Grad; from Stari Grad to Hvar there is a bus
connection or taxi (approx. 15 km).
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http://www.split.hr
http://www.split-airport.hr/
http://www.jadrolinija.hr
http://www.krilo.hr/en/
http://www.jadrolinija.hr/en/sailing-schedule/local-lines-30-05---28-09-2014
http://www.jadrolinija.hr/en/sailing-schedule/local-lines-30-05---28-09-2014
http://www.jadrolinija.hr/en/sailing-schedule/local-lines-30-05---28-09-2014
http://www.krilo.hr/en/sailing_schedule.html
http://www.jadrolinija.hr/en/sailing-schedule/local-lines-30-05---28-09-2014
http://www.jadrolinija.hr/en/sailing-schedule/local-lines-30-05---28-09-2014
http://www.jadrolinija.hr/en/sailing-schedule/local-lines-30-05---28-09-2014
http://www.jadrolinija.hr/en/sailing-schedule/local-lines-30-05---28-09-2014
http://www.krilo.hr/en/
http://www.jadrolinija.hr/en/sailing-schedule/local-lines-30-05---28-09-2014
http://www.jadrolinija.hr/en/sailing-schedule/local-lines-30-05---28-09-2014
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    -  Catamaran Split -- Bol (Brač) -- Jelsa (no cars):  

  Split -- Jelsa 16:30, every day    Jelsa -- Split 6:00, every day except Sunday (operated by  J
adrolinija
)
 
Jelsa -- Split 7:00, 
only on Sunday 
(operated by 
Jadrolinija
)
 
 
The trip takes about 90 minutes; Jelsa is also on the island of Hvar and there is a bus
connection to Hvar (approx. 30 km).  

Additional information can be found at the website www.jadrolinija.hr . Map of all Jadrolinija
ferry and catamaran lines in Split area are available 
here
.  
 
 
 
After 
30 September 2018
Jadrolinija catamaran and ferry timetable changes 
(out of season schedule - less available connections)!
 
 
Map of all Jadrolinija ferry and catamaran lines in Split area are available here .    
 The trip by the airport bus from the Split airport to the harbour takes about 30-45 min. The
tickets for catamarans can be bought in the kiosk "Jadrolinija" few meters away from the final
bus-stop ( see the map of Split harbour  or Google maps view of Split harbour ). When buying
the ferry/catamaran tickets ask where/when you have to embark.
 
Places on catamarans are 
limited
, however it is possible to buy ticket online in advance (
Jadrolinija
). Ferry will accept virtually unlimited number of persons. Although the end of September is not
the high season on Hvar, on certain days catamaran tickets could be sold out, and we
recommend to buy online the tickets for catamarans in advance (directly on 
Jadrolinija
or 
Krilo Jet
websites).
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http://www.jadrolinija.hr/en/sailing-schedule/local-lines-30-05---28-09-2014
http://www.jadrolinija.hr/en/sailing-schedule/local-lines-30-05---28-09-2014
http://www.jadrolinija.hr/en/sailing-schedule/local-lines-30-05---28-09-2014
http://www.jadrolinija.hr/default.aspx?lang=2
http://www.jadrolinija.hr/docs/default-source/ostali-dokumenti/spl-en.pdf?sfvrsn=2
http://www.jadrolinija.hr/docs/default-source/ostali-dokumenti/spl-en.pdf?sfvrsn=2
images/meetings/split.png
https://www.google.com/maps/place/43%C2%B030
http://www.jadrolinija.hr
http://www.jadrolinija.hr
http://www.krilo.hr/en
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Accommodation

  For all participants and accompanying persons of XVIth HAC / ISEST 2018 Workshop meeting
we offer accommodation with the reduced prices in Sunčani Hvar Hotels . Discount is valid for 
Amfora, Hvar Grand Beach Resort
(conference place) and 
Pharos, Hvar Bayhill hotel
(300m from conference place). 

To reserve the accommodation with reduced prices you have to go on Sunčani Hvar website  (
www.suncanihvar.com
) and in the “make a reservation” window on the right, beside choosing the check-in and
check-out dates, you have to enter the code 
ISEST2018
by clicking on the “corporate / promo code”. Discount is ONLY valid for reservations over 
suncanihvar.com
website and it is not valid on other webpages as 
booking.com
, 
expedia.com
or with travel agency reservations. Cancellation conditions are given in the sales policy that is
visible when booking your accommodation. 

Additionally, you can also book a transfer service from airport to Hvar and back which is offered
when the rooms are booked or you can enquire this directly by using the mail transfers@sunca
nihvar.com .  

Information about the island of Hvar and other accommodation possibilities in Hvar can be
found under:
www.hvarinfo.com
www.visit-hvar.com
www.booking.com
www.airbnb.com
www.expedia.com
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https://www.suncanihvar.com/amfora-hvar-grand-beach-resort.html
https://www.suncanihvar.com/amfora-hvar-grand-beach-resort.html
https://www.suncanihvar.com/hotel-pharos.html
https://www.suncanihvar.com/hotel-pharos.html
https://www.suncanihvar.com
https://www.suncanihvar.com
http://www.booking.com
http://www.expedia.com
mailto:transfers@suncanihvar.com
mailto:transfers@suncanihvar.com
http://www.hvarinfo.com/
http://www.visit-hvar.com/
http://www.booking.com
http://www.airbnb.com
http://www.expedia.com

